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Let G be a finite group and p a set of primes. In this note we will prove
 .two results on the local control of k G, p , the number of conjugacy
w xclasses of p-elements in G. Our results will generalize earlier ones in 8 ,
w x w x9 , and 3 .
 .  .In the following, we denote by F G the poset of all solvable p-sub-p
a .  .  4  .groups of G and set F G [ F G _ 1 . For V g F G , we denote byp p p
 .S G, V the set of all chains s : V s V - V - ??? - V of subgroupsp 0 1 n
 .V g F G starting with V. We will sometimes omit the singleton chaini p
 4  .V from S G, V and then denote the remaining set of chains byp
a .  .  .S G, V . Any subgroup H of N V rV acts by conjugation on S G, V ,p G p
 .and we denote by H the stabilizer of a chain s g S G, V in H. One ofs p
our main results is the following:
THEOREM 1. With notation as abo¨e, we always ha¨e
< <sk G, p y 1 s y1 k G , p y 1 . .  .  . . s
a .sgS G, 1 rGp
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a .The summation above ranges over G-orbits of chains s g S G, 1 .p
 .Note that the right-hand side involves only subgroups of normalizers of
 .nontrivial solvable p-subgroups of G.
In the following, we denote by V the first nontrivial subgroup V of as 1
a .chain s : 1 s V - V - ??? - V in S G, 1 . Moreover, we denote by0 1 n p
 .  .k V , p the number of conjugacy classes of p- elements in G whichG s ss
are contained in the normal p-subgroup V of G . Then our second mains s
result can be stated as follows:
THEOREM 2. With notation as abo¨e, we always ha¨e
< <sk G, p y 1 s y1 k V , p y 1 . .  .  . . G ss
a .sgS G, 1 rGp
In the following, we denote by G the set of all p-elements in G and setp
a  4 a aG [ G _ 1 . Since G acts on G by conjugation, we can consider Gp p p p
 .as an element in the Burnside ring B G . We will see later that Theorem 1
is an easy consequence of the following result:
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a finite group and p a set of primes. Moreo¨er,
 .  .let V g F G and H F N V rV. Then the elementp G
< < as Ha [ y1 Ind H .  .  .H s ps
 .sgS G, V rHp
 .in B H is zero.
Proof. Our group H acts by conjugation on the set
a
V [ s , x : s g S G, V , x g H , .  .  . 4p s p
 .and a s V y V in B H , where0 1
< <V [ s , x g V : s ' i mod 2 4 .  .i
 .a  .for i s 0, 1. Moreover, each element H in B H is a sum of elementss p s
 .of the form H rC x for suitable nontrivial p-elements x g H . Notes H ss
   ...that O Z C x / 1 for such x. Thus we can writep Hs
a s a HrI , I
IgT
where T is a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of subgroups I
  ..of H such that O Z I / 1, and a g Z for I g T. We assume thatp I
a / 0 and choose J g T maximal with respect to a / 0. Counting fixedJ
points of J on a we obtain
< J < < J < < <V y V s w a s a w HrJ s a N J : J / 0. .  .  .0 1 J J J J H
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< J < < J <Thus in order to derive a contradiction it suffices to show that V s V .0 1
  ..  .We write 1 / O Z J s KrV, so that K is a solvable p-subgroup of Gp
 . Jwith V - K. Let s , x g V , write s : V s V - V - ??? - V , and0 1 n
 .choose m maximal with respect to K ­ V . We say that s , x is of type 1m
 . if the J-stable solvable p-subgroup V K belongs to s in this casem
.  .m - n and V K s V ; otherwise we say that s , x is of type 2. Ifm mq1
 .  . Js , x is of type 1 then we form an element s , x 9 g V by deleting V Km
 .  . Jfrom s , and if s , x is of type 2 then we form an element s , x 9 g V
by inserting V K into s . In this way we obtain a bijection V J ª V J,m
J J .  .s , x ¬ s , x 9, mapping V onto V , and the result follows.0 1
We get the following consequence by counting the number of orbits of
H on a:
COROLLARY 4. With hypotheses as abo¨e, we ha¨e
< <sy1 k H , p y 1 s 0. .  . . s
 .sgS G, V rHp
Now Theorem 1 is the special case of Corollary 4 where V s 1 and
H s G. For the proof of Theorem 2, the results above have to be modified.
Roughly speaking, we have to replace permutation actions by monomial
actions.
2 a.We start by fixing a 2-cocycle g g Z H, C . Then H acts by conjuga-
tion on the corresponding twisted group algebra C H s [ Cu . Theg hhg H
 . .multiplication in C H is given by u u s g x, y u for x, y g H. Thisg x y x y
action is monomial, i.e., it permutes the one-dimensional subspaces Cu .h
In particular, it fixes the subspace C H a s [ Cu of C H. Thus weag p h ghg Hp
a  .can regard C H as an element in the ring B C H of all monomialg p q
representations of H over C.
Let us briefly recall the definition and some elementary properties of
 .  w x .B C H cf. 1 , for example . A monomial representation of H over C isq
a finite-dimensional C H-module V, together with a fixed decomposition
V s V [ ??? [ V of V into one-dimensional subspaces V permuted by1 m i
the action of H. A morphism between monomial representations V s V1
[ ??? [ V and W s W [ ??? [ W is a C H-linear transformation f :m 1 n
V ª W mapping each V into a suitable W . Direct sums, tensor products,i j
restriction, and induction of monomial representations are defined in the
obvious way.
Each monomial representation decomposes uniquely into indecompos-
able ones; each indecomposable monomial representation has the form
H  .Ind C , where K is a subgroup of H and C is the one-dimensionalK m m
monomial representation of K corresponding to a homomorphism of
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groups m: K ª Ca. Two indecomposable monomial representations
H  . H  .  .Ind C and Ind C are isomorphic if and only if the pairs K, m andÄK m K mÄ
Ä .K, m are conjugate in H.Ä
 .The ring B C H is defined as the Grothendieck ring of all monomialq
representations of H over C; its addition corresponds to direct sums, and
its multiplication corresponds to tensor products of monomial representa-
tions. Moreover, the isomorphism classes of indecomposable monomial
 .representations form a Z-basis of B C H .q
 .Each pair K, kK 9 consisting of a subgroup K of H and an element
kK 9 in the abelian factor group KrK9 defines a homomorphism of rings
 .  . H  .p : B C H ª C. Whenever a g B C H and Res a s K , k K 9. q q K L, n .
K  .a Ind C with integers a thenL, n L n L, n
p a s a n k . .  .K , k K 9. L , n
 .L , n
LsK
Two homomorphisms p and p coincide if and only if theÄ Ä ÄK , k K 9. K , k K 9.
Ä Ä Ä .  .pairs K, kK 9 and K, kK 9 are conjugate in H. Moreover, an element
 .  .  .a g B C H is zero if and only if p a s 0 for all pairs K, kK 9 .q K , k K 9.
The interested reader should have no problem to translate the proof of
 .  .Proposition 3 from the B H -setting into the B C H -setting in order toq
obtain the following:
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be a finite group and p a set of primes. Moreo¨er,
 .  . 2 a.let V g F G , H F N V rV, and g g Z H, C . Then the elementp G
< < as Ha [ y1 Ind C H .  .  /H g s ps
 .sgS G, V rHp
 .in B C H is zero.q
 .  .We recall that an element h g H is called g-regular if g h, c s g c, h
 .for all c g C h . This condition is equivalent to u u s u u for allH h c c h
 .c g C h . Thus, if h g H is g-regular then h is g 9-regular for everyH
2-cocycle g 9 which is cohomologous to g . Moreover, every conjugate of h
in H is also g-regular. Thus we may speak of g-regular conjugacy classes
 .of H. In the following, we will denote by k C H, p the number ofg
g-regular conjugacy classes of p-elements in H.
Looking at C H as a monomial representation of H we notice that ang
element h g H is g-regular if and only if the corresponding indecompos-
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H  .  .able direct summand of C H has the form Ind C , where 1: C hg C h. 1 HH
ª Ca, c ¬ 1, is the trivial homomorphism. We see that Corollary 4
translates into the following result:
COROLLARY 6. With hypotheses as abo¨e, we ha¨e
< <sy1 k C H , p y 1 s 0. .  . . g s
 .sgS G , V rHp
For the proof of Theorem 2, a different interpretation of the number
 .  .k C H, p will be needed. In the following, we will denote by M C H, pg g
the Z-module of generalized characters of the semisimple C-algebra C Hg
w xvanishing on the subspace C H _ H . Then easy variations of argumentsg p
w x w x  .  .in 4 and 5 show that k C H, p s rk M C H, p .g g
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 2. Our starting point is the
formula in Theorem 1, which we rewrite in the following way:
< <s q1k G, p y 1 s y1 k G , p y 1 . .  .  . .  s
a  .  .sgS G, V rN V .VgF G rG Gpp
a .  .  .Let us fix V g F G for a while. For s g S G, V , k G , p is also thep p s
 .rank of the Z-module M G , p of generalized characters of G vanishings s
 . w xoutside G . Clifford theory, as explained in 7 , for example, shows thats p
M G , p s M G N w , p , .  .[s s
 .wgIrr V rGs
 .   .where M G N w, p [ x g M G , p : x N V is a multiple of the sum ofs s
4  .G -conjugates of w for w g Irr V . Moreover,s
rk M G N w , p s rk M I w N w , p , .  . .s Gs
 .  .where I w denotes the inertial group of w in G . Also, each w g Irr VG ss
 . 2  . a.gives rise to a 2-cocycle g w g Z I w rV, C in such a way thatGs
rk M I w N w , p s rk M C I w rV , p .  . .  .G g w . Gs s
s k C I w rV , p . . .g w . Gs
 w x .This is explained in 10, pp. 230]231 , for example. Hence
k G , p s k C I w rV , p . .  . .s g w . Gs
 .wgIrr V rGs
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 .  .Next we invoke Corollary 6 with H s I w rV s N V, w rV to ob-N V . GG
tain
< <sy1 k G , p .  . s
 .  .sgS G, V rN VGp
< <ss y1 k C I w rV , p .  . .  g w . Gs
 .  .  .sgS G, V rN V wgIrr V rGG sp
< <ss y1 k C N V , w rV , p .  . .  sg w . G
 .  .  .  .wgIrr V rN V sgS G , V rN V , wG Gp
< <ss y1 . 
 .  .  .  .wgIrr V rN V sgS G , V rN V , wG Gp
< <ss y1 . 
 .  .  .sgS G, V rN V wgIrr V rGG sp
< <ss y1 k V , p . .  . Gs
 .  .sgS G, V rN VGp
We therefore conclude that
< <s q1k G , p y 1 s y1 k V , p y 1 , .  .  . .  Gs
a  .  .sgS G, V rN V .VgF G Gpp
which is equivalent to the formula in Theorem 2.
 .  .In Theorems 1 and 2, the set F G of all solvable p-subgroups of Gp
can be replaced by other sets of subgroups of G. One natural choice is the
set of all p-separable subgroups of G. With this set of subgroups, the
proof of Theorem 1 carries over almost verbatim. For the proof of
Theorem 2, some of the special features of the character theory of
p-separable groups are needed. The reader familiar with some of the
w x w x .relevant papers 2 or 10 , for example should have no difficulty supply-
ing details.
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